
* Possibility of choosing boxes, shelf 
inserts and wardrobe hooks for each 
row

Shift+ Landscape 45320 45325 45339 45321 45326 45330 45332

h with (without) handle 96,9 (91,5) 115,6 (110,2) 134,4 (129) 96,9 (91,5) 115,6 (110,2)

w·d 105,5·42,5

Number of satchel compartments 3 4 8 6

Number of raw 3 1

* Number of boxes (h 7.5/15) per row 8/4 10/5 12/6 2/1 10/5

* Number of shelf inserts per row 2

* Number of wardrobe hooks per row 1 1 1
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Shift+ Landscape
Mobile storage cabinets.
Constructed from glued linear body on steel crosspiece with 4 tech castors, 2 of them lockable. Optionally with 4 adjustable 
feet.

Body made from melamine resin-coated chipboard with glued (KU) plastic edge. With glued central panels to subdivide the 
body, fixed, glued construction shelf and a perforated sheet visible back panel. Some available with plastic boxes on guide 
rails (see table). Optionally with protective rubber mats on the shelves.

Function (options): It is possible to define compartments for satchels, wardrobes with 4-way or 8-way hooks or plastic 

Gratnells boxes for each cabinet unit (row) individually depending on the size of the cabinet. With magnets on the external 
surfaces for docking-on further cabinet elements.

Sliding handles (optional) made from steel on the top of the body.

The following material groups are available to choose from: Body made of chipboard: L4; Perforated-plate: M1; Gratnells 
plastic box: C3.



L027 L028

L029

L031 L035 L328

L340 L415
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Chipboard - Group: L4.
Top surfaces. For the production of tables and panels for the bodies of clad furniture such as cupboards and filing cabinets,
three-layer quality fine chipboard E1 (DIN EN 312) is used. The panels are laminated on both sides with melamine resin.

L027 natural beech laminate, L028 natural maple laminate, L029 natural walnut laminate, L031 grey white, L035 andes
grey, L328 white, L340 natural oak laminate, L415 terra grey

Warning: Printed and monitor representations of materials and colour samples may differ from the original and are not
colour-accurate.



M030 M031

M032

M033 M034 M059 M063

M065 M071 M084 M091
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Metal - Group: M1.
Metal parts. Steel and aluminium are mainly used in the manufacture of chairs and tables but also for racks. At VS, tubes
as well as metal sheets for fronts are generally epoxy-resin powder-coated. In addition to various metal colours, selected
products can also be chrome-plated.

M030 terra grey, M031 petrol, M032 light blue, M033 light green, M034 orange, M059 arctic, M063 anthracite, M065
black (RAL 9011), M071 sapphire blue RAL 5003, M084 oxblood, M091 white

Warning: Printed and monitor representations of materials and colour samples may differ from the original and are not
colour-accurate.



C015, C025 C016, C026

C030, C040

C031, C041 C032, C042

C033, C043 C001, C011, C021
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Plastics - Group: C3.
Plastic parts. Plastic is used for small parts, e.g. handles and end elements, but also for seat shells. Seat shells on LuPoGlide
and LuPoTurn chairs and the Panton family are made from polypropylene. Polypropylene is a particularly impact- and
scratch-resistant material. Various plastic colours are available to choose from.

C015, C025 anthracite, C016, C026 translucent, C030, C040 dark red, C031, C041 dark blue, C032, C042 light blue,
C033, C043 light green, C001, C011, C021 red

Warning: Printed and monitor representations of materials and colour samples may differ from the original and are not
colour-accurate.
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